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“Airship Sheds and their Erection.” 
By LUKE HAMILTON LBRMUTR, ASSOC. &l. Inst. C.E. 

AT the commencement of the  Great  War  in  August, 1914, Great 
Britain was lacking  in  airship  equipment ; she  only  had a few 
non-rigid  airships, no rigids, and  the construction of airship  sheds 
in the  British  Isles was in its infancy.  The  only  sheds of any 
importance  actually  built or buildmg at   that   date were :- 

One ~ 1 ~ x 1  300 feet  long by 86 feet wide by 65 feet high. 
$ 7  7 ,  355 ,, 2 ,  ,, 60 9 ,  3 ,  ,, 75 3 ,  1, 

>, ,> 354 7 1  65 9 ,   9 )  > >  92 3, > v  

,, ,, 553 ), ,, ,) 110 ,, ,, ,, 100 ,,  ,, 
Two sheds 544 ,, ,, ,, 150 ,, ,, ,, 98 , ., 

The  last two  were of composite constructlon of timber  and  steel, 
chiefly timber,  and  had  been designed and  fabricated  in  Germany. 

The term “ rigid ” is  applied to those  airships  which  have a hull 
framework of built-up  timber or aluminium  alloy,  covered  with  a 
flexible envelope.  The  non-rigid types  have no  such  hull  framework, 
and  retain  their  shape  only so long as the pressure  within the flexible 
envelope i s  maintained  greater  than  the  atmospheric  pressure 
outside. 

At an early  date  the  German  submarine  menace  emphasized 
the need for rapid  expansion in the production of airships for 
convoying  merchant,  troop, and passenger  ships, and also for 
observational  duties  in  conjunction  with  the  Navy. It having 
been  decided, as  a war  measure, to proceed with  the  development of 
airship  production  on a large  scale,it followed, as a natural  corollary, 
that sheds  must be erected for then1 to be  construc6ed in,  and  others 
€or them  to be housed in when in commission ; also stations or 
bases must be formed,  equipped  with  housing  for personnel, roads, 
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drainage,  water,  electric  light  and  power  supplies, and  plant for 
manufacturing  hydrogen gas. 

This  Paper  deals more particularly  with  the  sheds  erected 
during  the  period 1914-1919. Little  detailed  information  as  to 
the design of modern  German  sheds was available, and  the problems 
connected  with  the designs of the rigid  sheds  had to be  worked  out 
practically ab initio  under  trying  war  conditions. Some  idea of 
the  magnitude of the work  involved  can  be  gathered  when it is 
stated  that some sixty-one  airship  sheds were manufactured,  vary- 
ing  in  span  from 45 feet to 180 feet,  in  height  (clear  headroom) 
from 50 feet to 130 feet,  and  in  length  from 160 feet  to 840 feet. 
The total floor area  approximates to 79 acres. 

Now that  the  War is over it is somewhat difficult to realize the 
restrictions  and  limitations which  governed the designs and  execution 
of the works, but  that  these mere very  real  and  formidable is only 
too well known to thosc who had  to  undertake  the  duties connected 
with  their  construction. 

Sheds for Non-Rigid Airships.-Sheds for these  types of ships  are 
of a very  varied  character,  due to a  combination of circumstances 
and  requirements which  could not  very well  be avoided,  namely :- 

(a )  Speed of delivery and erection,  with the minimum  amount 
of unskilled labour,  both  in  the workshop and  on  the 
site,  was of great  importance  in  all cases. In  order to 
obtain  this to  the fullest  extent,  Admiralty  requirements 
as to  the essential  conditions to be fulfilled, such  as  the 
clear dimensions  required,  permissible  stresses,  wind 
pressure, nature of covering,  etc.,  were  supplied to 
selected contractors,  but  with  these  exceptions  a  free 
hand was  given to  the submission of designs  for  sheds 
best  suited  to  contractors’  individual  circumstances. 

This procedure  was  much  better than laying  down a hard 
and  fast design, and proved  satisfactory  in  practice. 

It must, however,  be admitted  that  if,  say,  twelve firms 
competed, ten or eleven  preliminary  designs were 
practically  wasted ; on  the  other  hand,  the experience 
afforded  doubtless  contributed,  in  no  small  measure, to 
the  improvements  in  the designs of later  sheds. 

(b) The  rapid  increase  in  the sizes of ships  called for sheds of 
larger  and  still  larger dimensions, and  in t h e  circumstances 
it was useless to  attempt  to  concentrate  upon  a  typical 
or standard design  which  would  meet  all  requirements ; 
the  best  that could  be  done was to provide for ships of 
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approved  design, or of designs likely to  mature  within a 
reasonable  time. 

(c )  Earlier  sheds  only  accommodated one or two  ships, but 
in  the  latest  type of shed  there is accommodation for 
four  ships. 

( c l )  The nature of the  materials  available  varied from time 
to time. IE the case of rolled steel  sections it was 
necessary to definitely  limit the  contractor’s choice,  as 
quite a large  number of sections  were  unproeurable, 
or could  only  be obtained  with  the  possibility of great 
delay. 

The  shortage of steel in  the  early  part of 1918 led to a 
proposal to use  reinforced-concrete plates  for covering 
sheds, and a contract was placed  for  covering three 
sheds in  this  manner. 

A description of these  plates  is given hereafter. 
(e) When the sheds  were  being  designed, the post-war  airship 

policy had  not been  decided  upon, and  in  the circum- 
stances more attention was paid  to cheapness, transport 
facilities, speed of delivery, and simplicity of erection 
than  to  the provision of structures of a more lasting 
character,  except where there was a reasonable  prospect 
of their  permanent  retention. 

Sheds for Rigid Airships.-These were  designed with  the  intention 
that  they should  be  permanent  structures,  and,  as  far  as  practicable, 
of fire-resisting construction.  Generally  speaking, the circumstances 
(a )  to (e) above,  applied also to  these  sheds,  but  the  conditions 
mentioned  under @)-i.e., increasing size of ships-were much  more 
serious. As a  case in  point, some  sheds  were  twice  lengthened a 
matter of about 50 feet  during  the  course of erection. In  another 
case  contract  particulars were all  ready  to issue to contractors, 
when the dimensions  proposed  were  considered insufficient, and 
fresh  particulars  had  to be prepared. 

THE COXDITIOXS GOVEKNISG THE DESIGXS OF SHEDS. 

The  allowable  conditions  were  more or less standardized as 
follows :- 

Tirnber.-Tensile Stress, calculated  on  the  net  area, not to exceed 
1,200 lbs. per square inch  for  red or yellow pine. Compressive stress 
on the gross section  not to exceed 1,000 lbs. per square inch, nor 
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t,o be more than  that corresponding to  the  ratio given by Fidler's 
formula  for compression  members. Tralzsverse,  shearing,  and bearing 
stresses not  to exceed 1,000 lbs., 4001bs., and 1,000 lbs. per square 
inch  respectively. 

Steelwork.-Tensile  stress, calculated on the  net  area,  not  to exceed 
7 tons per  square  inch for the  dead weight of the  structure,  and 
8 tons per square inch for wind and  mow  together. Compressive 
stress on the gross  section  not  to  be  greater than 6 tons per square 
inch,  nor  more than  that corresponding to  the values given by 
Fidler's  Tables for compression  members. In no  member subject 
to reversal of stress  should the range  exceed 12 tons per square  inch. 
Bhenrinq  stress on  rivets  not  to exceed tons for single shear and 
9 tons  for  double  shear. The  shearing  stress  on  black  bolts  not 
t o  exceed 4 tons for single  shear  and 7 tons for double shear. 
The B e a r k g  stress on rivets  not  to exceed 10 tons  and  on  bolts 
8 tons. 

Struts  and columns to be  calculated  by the  late Professor  Claxton 
Fidler's  formula.' All etruts  to be assumed as fixed a t  one  end 
and hinged at  the  other unless  hinged a t  both  ends, and  in no 
case to be  taken as fixed a t  both  ends. ' Purlins  and  rails  carrying 
sheeting  not to have a greater  calculated  deflection than 1/360 
of the  span.  Single-lattice  bars  to be not less in thickness than 
1/40 of the  distance  between  the  rivets  connecting then1 to  the 
column.  Double-lattice  bars, if connected at   the centre, may be 
1/60 of the  distance between the  rivets  connecting  the  bars to  the 
column. 

No section to be less than 15c inch  thick where  exposed to  the 
weather,  nor less than  inch  thick  under  cover. Purlins and rails 
may be calcu!ated as  continuous  beams, if properly  fished  and 
covered at   the joints, or pin-jointed at   the points of contraflexure. 

In lieu of field rivets,  bolts t o  bepermitted,  provided  either  lock- 
washers or nuts  are  fitted, or, as  an  alternative,  the  bolts  to be 
staved  up. 

All steel  to  comply  with  the  British  Standard specification for 
structural  steel for bridges and general  building  construction, dated 

w11ere :- 
f = ultimate  compressire  strength of material, 

p = theoretical  breaking  stress of strut = 1r2 E ( l )*  T - (both  Strut ends), free 

= a constant,  average  value 1.2. 
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August,  1912. " Shell " discard  steel  not  permitted.  Nuts and 
bolts t o  be to British  Standard specification, dated November, 
1908. 

Snow Load--5 lbs. per  square  foot of surface  covered to be  taken 
in  addition t,o wind  pressure. 

Wind Load.-% lbs.  per  square  foot  horizontal on the roof in 
addition to  the snow  load,  and 30 lbs.  per  square  foot  on the sides, 
ends  and  doors.  The  normal pressure  on the sloping  surfaces to 
be calculated by Professor  Unwin's  formula :- 

Pressure normal t o  slopes = (H sin a)1'84 cos Q - 1 

Where €I = horizontal  pressure, 
a = angle of slope  with  horizontal. 

Normalpressure. 0.1250.240.43 0.59 0 ~ 6 6 0 ~ 8 3 0 ~ 9 5 1 ~ 0 0 1 ' 0 2 1 ~ 0 1 1 ~ 0 0  l l / /  / I / l l l /  
Description of Materials  and Fittings.-The structures of all 

rigid airship  sheds  have been made  entirely of steel,  and  the  smaller 
sheds of timber or steel, or a  combination of timber  and  steel. 
Reinforced  concrete  was  considered, but  the proposal to use this 
material  did  not  mature. 

Some of the earlier  small  sheds  were  covered  with  canvas, but 
this was found  to  have  a  very  short life and,  with  the  exception 
of the special pol+,able sheds to be  referred to  later, it was  replaced 
with  corrugated  iron. Owing to  the  shortage of spelter, galvanized 
corrugated  sheets were not  obtainable  until  about  the  end of 1917, 
and prior to that  date,  painted  black  corrugated  ironsheets were used. 
The  black  sheets  were 22 gauge and galvanized  sheets 20 gauge, 
wkth corrugation 3 inches  wide and 2 inch deep.  The  side laps  to 
the roofs and  sloping work are  two  corrugations,  bolted or riveted 
on  the crowns of the flutes a t  12-inch  reeled pitch.  The  side  laps to 
vertical  sheeting  are 14 corrugations  bolted or riveted a t  12-inch 
centres.  The  end or horizontal  joints of sheets in  the sloping or 
roof work  have  a  6-inch  lap, and  in  the  vertical work a 4-inch 
lap,  with  a  bolt or rivet at   the crown of each  corrugation.  The 
bolts  and  rivets for joints  in  the  sheeting  are &inch diameter,  and 
each  has a pair of l-inch  diameter washers, No. l 4  S.W.G. thick, 
bent  to fit the curves of the flutes. 
In the case of iron or steel  purlins,  each  sheet is h e d   a t  the crowns 

of the  corrugations  by  wrought iron or  steel  hook-bolts, 8 inch 
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diameter,  and  with  washers If inch  diameter, four hook-bolts to each 
sheet at each  purlin. In  some cases, Bat iron  hat clips 4 inch  by 
Q inch  thick,  three  to  each  sheet a t  each  purlin,  have  been  provided 
and fixed with  &inch  diameter bolts. In  the case of timber  purlins, 
rails, and framing, the sheets  are  fixed  with  2h-inch  screws, NO. 20, 
with 14-inch diameter washers. Each  sheet  has five screws at  each 
purlin or rail. 

Windows in  the sheds  are  glazed  with  ~(lii-inch  non-actinic glass, 
but  in  the annexes -f3,-inch wired  rough-rolled  plate  has  been  used. 

Except  in  the more  recent designs and  in some of the smaller 
types,  each  shed  has hinged  explosion flaps of corrugated iron, 
about 7 feet high, on each side of the main  shed  for  the whole length 
of the building.  The flaps are hinged at   the bottom  to open outwards, 
and  the  upper  portions of the flaps are held against  the side of the 
shed  by  lead  flashing  weighing 5 lbs.  per  square  foot  and  copper- 
wire clips. Experience  tended to show that these flaps were of 
little  value  in  the  event of an explosion ; they were  costly, and 
troublesome to  keep  weather-tight,  and were omitted  in  later 
designs. 

Except  in  the smaller  sheds,  overhead  runway  beams  to take a 
l-ton claw traveller  are  provided  under  the roof trusses and  under 
each  eaves-gangway  outside the shed.  Generally five of these  runway 
beams  are  provided  inside  each  shed and for  the  full  length of the 
shed. 

From one to  three gangways are  provided in  the roofs, each running 
from  end  to  end of the shed, with  suitable cross  gangways,  access 
stairs  and  ladders.  The  larger  sheds  have  three access stairs a t  each 
side. 

The roof water is discharged into large tanks placed  high up 
inside the sheds,  each of about 7,000 gallons capacity,  from which 
pipes  are  taken to fire hydrants at   the ground level. Although 
these  tanks  and pipes  were  protected,  considerable trouble was 
experienced  with  frost, and  at  the  latest  stations  the roof water 
has been ron  to  waste,  the  inside  tanks  c'mitted,  and a fire  service 
provided  from an  independent  reinforced-concrete  water-tower, 
which also serves the  station  with  water for drinking  and  culinary 
purposes. 

Where the annexes  are used  as offices, workshops,  etc., they  are 
heated  by low-pressure hot  water  systems  fitt,ed,  in  most cases, 
with  electric-motor-driven  accelerators.  The  boiler-houses  are 
detached  to  avoid  the  risk of causing  explosion or fire from escaping 
hydrogen gas. To ensure efficiency the annexes to be  heated  were 
lined  with  49-inch  brickwork  to  a  height of about  5-feet, and above. 
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the brickwork  with  ordinary  plastering  on  metal  lathing. Ceilings 
were  lined  with  asbestos  sheeting or ” Hy-Rib ” and  plaster, 

A hydrogen  trench was constructed  down  the  centre of each  shed, 
with  movable  covers to  t,ake  the  gas pipes, valves and draw-off 
points. 

The  foregoing  description  applies  generally to all the sheds, and 
any exceptions of importance will be  mentioned  later  as  the cases 
arise. 

DESCRIPTIOX AND METHOD OF ERECTIOX, ETC., 

O F  SHEDS FOR NON-RIGID AIRSHIPS. 
Fig. 1, Plate 6, is a type of semi-portable  shed  which  required  very 

little skilled workshop labour to  produce.  The timber was ordinary 
merchantable  deal, cut, framed,  and  bolted  together  on  the  site. 
Where the  site was not level the  foundation blocks  were  raised out 
of the ground at   the low end  to  avoid  excavation,  and  the floor 
line  followed the gcneral  inclination of the surface of the  ground. 
The  trestles  and roof trusses were erected  with a long pole, winch, 
and block and tackle, the fall  from the  tackle  being passed through 
a snatch block at   the foot of the pole and  thence  to  the winch. As 
soon as  the  end pair of trestles  on  each side of the shed  were erected, 
they were levelled, lined  up,  permanently braced with  deals in a 
longitudinal  direction, and  the holding-down  bolts grouted  in. 

In one  instance  a gale  arose  before the bracing  was  completed, 
the  temporaryguys failed to hold, and  the  trestles were blown  down. 

Fig. 2, Plate 6, is a similar  shed. It was designed and erected to  
a span of 40 feet, a clear  height of 42 feet, and a length of 267 
feet,  and  when it had  served its purpose it was taken  down  and 
re-erected  elsewhere, the  span being  increased to 45 feet,  the 
height to 55 feet,  and  the  length  to 300 feet.  Owing to  the 
character of the design this enlargement and re-erection  was a 
fairly simple matter  and was cheaper than providing  a new shed. 

Fig. 3, Plate 6, is  a  somewhat  larger  shed.  This  design  requires a 
steel-wire guy  to  each  trestle  to  provide  the necessary stability. 
The  bases of the  trestlcs  are  enlarged  to  spread  the load and  do  away 
with the need  for  concrete  foundations, and  additional  headroom 
1s obtained  by  trenching  out  the  centre  portion of the shed, as shown ; 
as the ends  are  closed  with  canvas  curtains,  not  doors,  this  does  not 
interfere  with  the working of the shed.  Erection follows the lines 
indicated  above  for  Pig. 1. 

Fig. 4, Plate 6, is a sinlilar  shed to  the  last,  but of greater  head- 
room, and  the wider trestles at  the base can be partitioned off to 
makestorerooms.  Large scale details of the  trusses  and  A-frame 
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trestles  are shown in  Figs. 5, Plate 6, which details also apply 
generally to  the shed  shown in Fig. 3. Doors are  provided 
a t  each  end (see Figs. 6 and 7, Plate 6), and will be  described 
later. 

In  operating  with non-rigid  airships against  the  submarine menace, 
suitable  sites were  selected  away  from the  parent  airship-station 
where the ships  could  be  moored out for  a few days, or even  weeks, 
a t  a  time when not  on  patrol. These  sites  were  generally near  a 
wood, where  a  clearing  could be  made  in  such a manner  that  the 
trees  gave considerable  protection from  the  wind.  This  practicc 
was fairly  satisfactory  during  the  summer,  but  experience showed 
that some better  protection was advisable and six  portable  sheds 
of the  type shown  in Figs. 8, Plate 6, were  ordered ; before they 
were  delivered, the  number was  increased by  forty-three ; after 
the Armistice,  however, the  order  for  twenty-seven  wm cancelled. 

These  sheds are of very  light  construction, but involve  a  great 
amount of skilled labour  in  their  manufacture  as  the  members  are 
of built-up  section, T, TT, +, or thin  boards piled ; sections 
of some of the members  are shown in Figs. 9. The  members 
and fittings are  to a  large  extent  interchangeable,  which  reduces 
the  number of spare  parts  required  and simplifies erection. No 
levelling of the  site is necessary  where the surface  has  a  gradient of 
not more than 1 in 20. 

The  erection  is  simple,  and it is claimed that  forty  men  can 
completely  erect  one of these  sheds in 10 hours ; although  this 
has  not  been  demonstrated, it cannot  be  said to be an  unduly 
sanguine  estimate  for  men  who  are  familiar  with the  details  and 
experienced  in  erection  work.  The  A-frame  trestles  are  hinged to 
a sill piece at   the  foot of the  vertical  post  and,  after being  raised, 
they  are levelled  with  wedges and an adjusting  chain  outside  the 
raking leg. Each  vertical leg is fitted  with  a  worm-driven winch 
for  raising  and  lowering the roof. The  centre  portion of the arch 
is erected a t  ground level, (A) in  Fig. 8, Plate 6, the purlins,  rafters 
and  canvas  are placed in position and  the  entire roof  raised t o  
position (B) by  the winches.  The  spandrel pieces, fitted  with 
rollers  are  next placed in  position, and  the winch  ropes are  trans- 
ferred  from  the  lifting-hooks on the  centre  portion  to  those  on  the 
spandrels, see Fig. 10. The  entire roof is then raised  until the 
automatic  catches at  the springing of the arches  fall  into place. 
It is a  distinct  advantage to be able to erect  the whole  of the roof 
near  the  ground  level,  particularly where  inexperienced  men  must 
of necessity  be  employed. 
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These  sheds are  not  suitable for exposed positions, and,  as  sheltered 
sites could not always be obtained,  a  steel  shed was designed by 
Mr. R. G. Sargent of the  Admiralty staff to  carry a wind  pressure 
of 30 lbs. per square foot. This  had all the advantages of a  portable 
shed, and  yet was suitable,  in all respects,  for  covering  with  corru- 
gated  iron  and  being  made  into  a  permanent  shed if required. 

The  general  details  are  shown  in Figs. 11, Plate 6. 
L .  

It will be  noted that  the  back-struts  and roof members are  inter- 
changeable, also the  top  and  bottom portions of the side legs. This 
necessitates  a  slight  increase  in the  amount of steel  required,  which 
is, however, counterbalanced  by  the  advantages gained in  the 
reduction  in  the  number of types of members.  The  purlins are all 
pin-jointed, and consequently the shed  can  be  erected  on  a  site 
having a reasonable slope. 

[THE INST. C.E. VOL. CCXII.] N 
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The  method of erection is illustrated  in Figs. 12, Plate 6, and is 
as follows : After the  site, which as previously stated need not be 
level, has  been  selected, the base  plates  are placed in position, lined 

Fig. 10. 

q ’ 
3 

up and secured by angle-iron  stakes ; the legs and  back-struts  arc 
assembled and  laid  down as shown at  A ,  t h e  purlins are  erected 
and  the longitudinal  wire-bracing?  inserted, Figs. 13, Plate 6, 
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the side  canvas  being  secured to  the purlins from the  tops of the 
trestles  to  about half-way  down,  where it is  left  in  a roll for  the  time 
being. A separate wire  rope is  attached  to  the  top of each of the  left- 
hand  trestles,  and  is connected to separate  winches placed at   the feet 
of the  right-hand  trestles. By operating  all  the winches together 
the whole of the  left-hand side of the shed is raised to  the vert,ical 
position,  as  indicated  on the left of the centre line a t  B. During 
lifting,  the  back leg trails  behind  until  the lower end  is  in  position for 
the  bottom  pin  to be inserted.  The roof to a  reduced  span, together 
with  the  side  and  back legs, is  then assembled in  the position  shown 
on the  right of the centre  line a t  B. The  canvas is placed in position 
and secured to the purlins  as for the opposite side, also the roof 
canvas. 

The  winches are  then moved  over to  the feet of the  outer  left- 
hand legs, the wire  ropes  reaved  through the sheaves at  the  tops 
of the  trestles  and  connected  to  the  tops of the  right-hand legs, and 
the  right-hand  side is raised to  the  vertical  position  with  the roof 
trusses  hanging from the  top pin-joint,  as  shown a t  C. Projecting 
arms  are fixed to  the lower  ends of the trusses as  indicated  in 
detail  in  Figs. 11, Plate 6, and  with  the wire  ropes  from the winches 
attached  to  these  arms,  the whole roof is raised  into  the  position 
shown.  The  turnbuckles  on the  temporary  tie-bars  are eased out 
until  the  eyes  on  the  trusses coincide with  those  on the trestles ; the 
connecting  pins  are then inserted and  the  temporary  tie-bars  and 
winch  ropes are  cast off. 

It is  not a t  all necessary to raise  a  complete  side or roof a t  one 
time,  but  by so doing it is  unnecessary to send  men  aloft to make 
the  joints  in  the  canvas covering.  The  eaves  canvas is held  down 
by  light  ropes  secured at   the ground level as  indicated  in Fig. 24. 

The  design is so arranged that  the centre of gravity of the members 
is always  on the side  farthest  from  the winch, so that  there  is always 
weight  on the winch  rope  when  hoisting,  except, of course,  when 
there  is  a  wind  on  the off side. This  is  a  very  great  advantage, 
seeing that  the erection is invariably  carried  out  by  entirely unskilled 
labour. 

Fig. 15, Plate 7, shows  a  permanent type of shed,  designed as  a 
three-pin  arch,  springing  from ground level. The  general  details 
are  similar to those of certain of the rigid  sheds to be referred to 
later. It is constructed  entirely of steel, including the  treads  to 
the staircases and  the floors to  the gangways.  Explosion flaps are 
not provided, and  the roof water is run to waste.  The total weight 
of steelwork in this shed is  a,pproximately 900 tons. 

F 2  
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Erection was  carried  out by  two  10-ton  steam  derrick  travelling 
cranes,  moving  on  either side of the longitudinal  centre-line of the 
shed and  at  ground level. The  cranes  were  fitted  with  extension 
jibs  for filling in all intermediate  framing  and  lightweight pieces. 

The doors a t  one end were  first  erected and  the frames of the 
doors  fitted  with 12-inch  baulk-timber  extension  pieces  for  securing 
the  upper  portion of the first main  arch. The  shoes for the lower 

pin-joints  were  all  placed in correct  position and  grouted up before 
the erection of any of the  superstructure. The  main  arches  were 
lifted  in  four pieces, two  verticals, and  two roof parts,  these  being 
assembled in  advance  on  a  site at   the end of the shed  which  was 
served by a  10-ton fixed  derrick  crane.  The  pieces  were  trans- 
ported on  wagons running on 4 feet 8B-inch gauge tracks down both 
sides of the shed. 

Two end  verticals  on  each side were first erected,  braced, and 
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guyed,  the  two  outer ones  being also secured to  the framing of the 
doors. The  two roof pieces of the first  arch  were then raised  simul- 
taneously,  one by each  erecting  crane,  the  connections to  the  vertical 
pieces  were  bolted  up,  t'he two  half-arches were worked into place 
and  the  top pin  insert,ed.  The  arch  was  then  secured to  the  baulk- 
timber  extension  pieces  on the doors  previously  referred  to.  The 
two roof pieces of the second arch were  similarly  erected,  followed 
by  the fixing of longitudinal  and wind  girders,  purlins,  rod  bracings, 
longitudinal  and cross  gangways, etc., until  the first bay was entirely 
comple+,ed except  for  sheeting  and glazing. This  procedure was 
carried  out  from  bay to  hay,  and when the  last  arch was  completed 
the cranes  were  travelled  beyond the shed and used  for  erecting the 
remaining  doors. 

Two sheds were  erected  in the  manner described  above, but for 
a third  shed  10-ton  travelling  cranes were not  available,  and  two 
steel  lattice  masts  with blocks and  tackle  and  two  independent 
steam winches were provided ; the  procedure was in  other  respects 
similar to  that  outlined  above. 

Anumber of other  sheds of steel  construction were erected for 
housing  non-rigid  airships, but as the designs follow, generally, the 
lines of the  sheds for rigid airships now to be described it is 
unnecessary to give details of them. 

DESCRIPTION AND METHOD OF ERECTION, ETC., OF SHEDS FOR 

RIGID AIRSHIPS. 

Pig. 16, Plate 7, shows a cross  section of one of the earlier  types 
of sheds, span 150  feet,  height  100 feet and  length 708 feet 6 inches. 

It is a  three-pin  arch design, the lower joint  being  carried  on 
columns 30 feet  high, strutted  with braced  bent  struts.  The  space 
between the columns and  struts is used for offices, workshops, etc. 

The  main  frames  are  spaced a t  27 feet 3 inches  centres,  and, 
in  addition  to  ten  longitudinal  girders  and  wind-bracing  girders 
over the doors,  round-rod  bracing  fitted  with  turnbuckles  is  provided 
in twelve  out of the  twenty-six  bays  into which the shed is divided. 
This  round-rod  bracing is double-lattice  and  extends  from floor 
line to floor line.  Except in the  end  bays,  the  purlins  are of combined 
girder  and  cantilever design as  illustrated  in Fig. 17, Plate 7 ; in 
the  end  bays  they  carry  over  into  the  next  bay  to  the  point of 
contraflexure.  Outside  eaves-gangways  are  provided  (Fig. 18). 
The  top  pins  are 6 inches  diameter  and  the lower  pins 
2 inches ; the  latter  take none of the  direct  load,  this  being  trans- 
mitted  through  a  knuckle-joint  formed  by  the  gusset  plates, as 
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shown in  detail  in Pigs. 19, and Pigs. 20, Plate 7. The top pin- 
joint is detailed  under  Fig. 16, Plate 7 ,  and  the ridge ventilator 
and  the  tie below the  top pin is shown in  Fig. 22, Plate 7. 

There  are six access-staircases t o  the roof-gangways, and  near 
the feet of these,  double  emergency  doors,  oiening  outwards,  are 

d 

provided.  An  observation  cabin  placed  above the ridge is provided 
a t  one end of the  shed. 

Further  particulars  are given in Appendix I. 
The  columns and  bent  struts were  erected  with a timber pole, 

block and  tackle  and winch, the bracings,  purlins,  etc.,  being filled 
in  with  a  %ton locomotive crane  as  the work proceeded.  The doors 
and superstructure were  erected  on  the  lines  described for the  shed, 
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Fig. 15, Plate 7, except that  in  this case the cranes  were  mounted 
on a timber  staging 60 feet high travelling  on  four lines of way. 
Following up the  timber  stage was another  stage  made  up of two 
of the  permanent  doors  and  carrying  two  light  cranes  for filling 
in  the purlins,  bracings,  etc.  The  special  object of the second stage 
was to expedite  the  work,  but  as  delays  occurred  quite  apart  from 
the process of erection, it is doubtful  whether  any  advantage was 
gained by its use. It is of interest  to  note  that  twenty-six  main 
frames were  erected in 57 days,  and  the  best  record was seven 
main  frames  erected in seven  working  days. 

The  shed  illustrated  in cross  section in Fig. 23, Plate 7 ,  is the 
largest clear span yet  constructed  in  this  country,  and is an improve- 
ment on the design just described.  The span js 180 feet,  height 
110 feet and length 756 feet. It is a three-pin  arch design, the lower 
joints  being  carried  on  rigidly  braced  trestles 86 feet 5 inches  above 
the floor. The  lower  portion of the  trestles is ceiled a t  a height of 
about 22 feet  above the floor to form offices, workshops, etc.  The 
details of this shed and  the  method of erection  are  similar to those 
for the shed  just  described,  except that  only  one  erecting  stage 
was  used,  this  being 70 feet in height.  Further  particulars are 
given in Appendix I. 

Fig. 24, Plate 7, is a half cross section of a  shed  ordered at   the 
same  time as the  oneillustrated  in  Pig. 16, Plate 7, and  previously 
described.  The  span  is 150 feet, height 100 feet, and  length 700 
feet. The roof cross girders, spaced a t  25 feet  centres,  are  carried  on 
braced  trestles 98 feet  high, of very  similar design to those  for the 
shed  last  described,  except that  channel  sections  are chiefly used 
instead of angles.  Six longitudinal  girders  run  the  full  length of the 
shed  between the cross  girders, and five runway  beams  are c,arried 
on  the lower  flange of the  latter. A runway  beam  is also provided 
under  each  eaves-gutter.  Five roof-gangways are  provided,  two 
externally  along  the  eaves-gutters,  but  in  this case not projecting, 
and  three  internally  as for other  sheds. 

Eleven  out of the  twenty-eight  bays  are  double-lattice  braced 
with  flat  bars,  and  the  remaining  bays  are  also  braced,  but  to a 
modified extent. 

An  explosion,  followed by a fire and  the  burning of a rigid airship, 
occurred in this shed  and, the explosion flaps failing to  act,  the 
internal  pressure was relieved by a  portion of the roof-sheeting 
bursting free from  the clips and folding  over  on the remainder. 
A large  portion of the roof steelwork  was  subjected to the intense 
heat of the  burning  hydrogen gas, but only  a few members  were 
damaged, and  these  not seriously. Comparatively  spealdng the 
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damage  done  to  the  shed was very  slight ; i t  was chiefly paintwork 
and roof-sheetring. At  the  time of the explosion  a  door a t  one  end 
of the shed was open and  this, no doubt, gavc  considerable relief 
to  the  internal pressure. 

This  shed  was  erected by  two  steam  derrick  cranes placed  on 
staging  made  out of two of the  permanent doors, and  the roof 
cross  girders  were  lifted in one piece. 

Fig. 25, Plate 7, is  a half cross section of one of the main  frames 
of a  two-pin  arch design  with the  pin-joints a t  ground level. The 
span is 150  feet,  height  100  feet,  and  length 700 feet.  The  main 
frames  are  spaced a t  25 feet  centres,  and  intermediate  lattice  frames, 
3 feet deep, are  inserted  between the twelve  longitudinal girders. 
Gangways,  staircases,  runways,  etc.,  are  provided  as  described 
for  other  sheds, and annexes  for offices, workshops, etc.,  are con- 
structed on  each  side  as  lean-to  sheds. 

Two bays a t  each  end  and  the  two  centre  bays  are  braced  from 
floor line to floor line with  double-lattice  round-rod  bracing  and 
turnbuckles, whilst the  other  bays  have  bracing  in five panels 
of the roof only. 

The  general  scheme of erection for this  shed  consisted of providing 
a travelling  stage  about 100 feet  wide and  82  feet 6 inches  long, 
a t  a  height of 97 feet above the ground, to form a platform  upon 
which the  centre  portions of the  arches could  be  assembled in  situ, 
the  vertical  portions of the arches, up to  the haunches,  being  erected 
in  the following manner :- 

The  pedestals  were  fixed  on  their  concrete  foundations, the vertical 
portions were assembled, in pairs, in a  recumbent position, with the 
haunch-ends  supported  on  trestling  about 20 feet above the ground, 
and  the lower  pin-joints were connected up  to  the pedestals. 
Side  purlins,  window  sashes,  explosion flaps, etc., were all fixed 
before the  bays were  raised. For rotating  the  vertical  portions 
from  the  recumbent  position  two  steel  derricks, 86 feet high and 
mounted on travelling bogies  coupled together a t  25 feet  centres 
(i.e., the same  as  the  main-arch  frames), were rigged  with sets of 
tackle ; to ensure that both  arch  portions moved accurately  together 
the  tackles were operated  by  a single steel hawser  led  from  a steam 
winch. The bogies under  the  derricks were  jacked up  and packed 
before the  lifts were made.  The  centre  portion of one bay of the 
arch  being  assembled  on  the  platform  in  its  correct position, the 
vertical  portion  was  rotated  about  the  pin-joint  into its permanent 
upright  position and  the  joints  with  the  centre  portion were then 
connected up. The  average  time  taken for rotating  and  connecting 
up was about 7 minutes. 
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Outline  diagrams of the  travelling  staging  are given in Figs. 26, 
Plate 7. It was  constructed of two of the  permanent  doors  and 
travelled on four lines of way.  Three  hand-cranes  were  mounted 
on  the platform,  two for assembling and  the  other for raising  material 
from  the  ground ; the  last was operated  by  a wire  rope from  a 
steam winch a t  ground level, this  arrangement  being used to keep 
the weight  on the  stage  as  small  as possible. A travelling  derrick 
crane was  used  for  erecting the doors and  platform,  and  locomotive 
cranes  for assembling the  vertical  portions of the arches in  their 
recumbent  positions. 

Figs. 27, Plate 8, show  a half cross  section of one of the  main 
frames of a  shed of 150 feet  span,  height 100 feet,  and  length 
720 feet. The  main  frames  are  spaced a t  40 feet  centres  and  there 
are  three  intermediates.  The roof is composed of two half spans 
and  four whole spans  running  in  a  longitudinal  direction  and 
carried  on  braced  longitudinal  and cross  girders. 

Annexes,  explosion flaps, etc.,  are  provided  as  for  other  sheds,  and 
additional  gangways  are  arranged  on  top of the longitudinal  girders 
to  the inside legs of the braced  trestles,  four  on  each side of the  shed. 
Gangways  are also provided to  the windows  above the annexes. 

As this  shed  is used for constructing  airships,  these  additional 
inside  gangways  are  no  doubt  very useful. 

The  structure  is designed to  carry a  wind  pressure of 40 Ibs. per 
square  foot a t   the  eaves level, reducing to 20 lbs. a t  ground level, 

. and  in  addition  a  negative  pressure  on  the  leeward side of Ibs. per 
square  foot.  The  wind-load  on  the roof-slopes is  taken a t  4ic lbs. per 
square  foot  acting  normal to  the slope on  the windward side, and 
~ ~ I b s .  per  square  foot  acting  normally  as  a  negative  pressure on 
the leeward slopes. 

4 0  

The  stresses  allowed  in the steel  are :- 
Tensile . . . . . 
Compressive . . . . 
Shearing  (riveta) . . . 

,, (web) . . . 
Bearing . . . . . 
Bolts . . . . . . 

S& tons  per  square  inch 
2 ultimate on  Fidler’s  formula. 
Lattice  girders 6.4 tons  per  square  inch 
Plate  girders 7.5 ,, ,, ,, , , 
4.25 tons  per  square  inch 
Lattice  girders 12.8 tons  per  square  inch 
Plate  girders 15.0 ,,  ,, ,, ,, 
25 per  cent. excess  allowed  where joints  are 

i 
( 
{ bolted. 

Other  general  conditions  are  as  previously  described. 
This shed  was  erected by  two  steam  derrick  cranes  on  a  travelling 

stage. 
Figs. 28, Plate 9, show  a twin  shed,  designed to house two of the 

latest  rigid  airships. It is the  largest  shed  yet  built,  and for total 
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capacity will rank easily  as  the  largest  building  in  this  country, if 
not  in  the world. It covers an  area of 754feet  by410feet,  equal t'o 
7.1 acres or, together  with  the  space occupied by  the doors at  either 
end, 84 acres. 

General Descriptiom.-As  will be  seen from  the drawings, the 
cross  section  comprises  two  spans,  each 150 feet by 130 feet 
high, and  two  side  portions  supporting  these,  forming  annexe 
workshops,  each  35 feet wide  inside.  The  clear  height at   the 
centre of the  main  spans is 140 feet, and  to  the ridge of the roof 
a  total of about 160 feet.  Sliding  doors  are  provided a t  both  ends 
of the sheds,  making  four clear doorways,  each  150 feet by 130 feet. 
The doors are  independent of the shed, and  are of the semi- 
ballasted  type,  running  on  parallel  tracks 48 feet  apart. Some 
details of these doors are  given  later. 

The  main  spans of the shed  are  three-pin  arches,  the  springing 
pin  on  the  outer side, of 3 inches  diameter,  resting a t  a  height of 
60 feet  from  the floor on  a  fixed triangular  framework,  which  forms 
the  annexe  portion ; the pin  on the  inner  side bears  on the  top of the 
central columns, 97 feet 6 inches  above floor. The  main  ribs  are 
spaced 30 feet  centres  and  carry  longitudinal, side, and roof girders 
18 to 22 feet  apart,  on which rest  intermediate  rafter beams, two  in 
each 30-feet  panel, so that  the  purlin-bars  are  supportedevery 10 feet. 

The  arch  spans  are  independent of each  other.  Whcre  they come 
together  under  the  valley-gutter,  there  is  a clear space of 4inches 
left,  and  no  connection  is  made  between  the  main  ribsexcept that  they 
are held in line  with  each  other  by  means of a  sliding  contact.  Sliding 
joints  are also arranged a t  each  end of the piece of bottom  chord 
under  the  top pin,  while at the  top of the  ventilator  there is nothing 
carried  across  except  the  curved  corrugated-sheet covering.  The 
arch  ribs,  therefore,  are  practically  free t o  take up without  injury 
any  little  variation  in levels due to  temperature or possible 
settlement of the  foundations. A complete  system of wind-bracing 
is provided  on the  bottoms of the  rafters,  from  pin  to  pin,  in  ten 
of the twenty-five  panels. 

The  annexe  framework is of rigid  construction, well braced  on  both 
sides of the columns,  which  are  all  connected  together at  the  top 
by  a  braced  box-girder 5 feet  by 3 feet  in cross  section. At 17 feet 
above  the floor, cross and  longkudinal  girders  are  inserted to  carry 
a concrete ceiling. This  lower portion of the annexe  framework 
is completely shut off from  the  main  building  with  brickwork  in 
Portland-cement  mortar,  the  outer walls also being of brick. Cross 
walls occur a t  intervals, which  divide  this  portion  into  stores, work 
shops, offices, etc.,  although a t  present  only one annexe  has  been  so 
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filled in.  The  foundations to  the annexe  are of reinforced  con- 
crete;  the  outer blocks each  have  four  l#-inch  anchor  bolts  set 
a t   an  angle of 45 degrees to  resist  uplift  under wind  pressure. 

The  centre  portion of the  shed  is 97 feet  6  inches high. The  main 
columns are  12  feet wide at the  top,  spreading  out a t   the  foot t o  
30 feet, where a light  steel  member connects the legs together below- 
floor level. The  bottom  bracing  is  arranged  to allow of a railway 
track 4 feet 88 inches  gauge running down the  centre.  The columns, 
30 feet  apart,  are  rigidly  braced  together  with  two rows of longi- 
tudinal box-girders and  diagonal  bars  in  ten  panels  similar  to  the 
roof portion.  The  foundations  are  reinforced,  and  both  legs  are 
rigidly  anchored  down  with  four l*-inch  bolts. 

The  saddles  for  the  springing  pins of the  arches  are  built  up of 
steel,  no  castings being used in  the  construction of the  shed. 

A concrete floor, with a minimum  thickness of 4 inches,  covers the 
entire  area of the  shed  and  annexes  (about 34,300 square  yards) ; 
it is  laid  over a bed of hard core 4 inches  deep. Longitudinal  and 
cross trenches  are  inserted  in  the floor as required for  hydrogen mains, 
heating  pipes,  drains,  etc.,  and mooring blocks are  provided at 
intervals  in  the floor for  anchoring  the  ships. 

The  ventilator  framework  runs  the  full  length,  having fixed 
galvanized  louvres  each  side.  To  prevent  the  inlet of driving  rain 
or snow, a small-mesh continuous wire guard  is fixed out,side the 
louvres,  leaving a few inches  clear space between. 

The  sides  and  roof of the  shed  are covered with No. 20 gauge 
corrugated galvanized sheeting.  Explosion flaps are  fitted high up 
on  each  side of the  main  building  and  run  the  full  length. These 
are  light  steel  frames, 7 feet deep, in  10-feet  lengths, hinged a t  
the  bottom  and loosely held at  the  top,  and covered with  corrugated 
sheeting.  Seven emergency or panic doors are  provided on the 
ground floor, and give  direct  outlets  without passing  t.hrough the 
annexe workshops. Runway  beams  and  gangways  are  provided  as 
previously  described. 

The  main roof is  drained  into  three  pressed-steel  gutters  inch 
and $ inch  thick, which  discharge direct  into  sixteen  storage  tanks, 
each of 5,300 gallons capacity. These tanks  are  situated close 
under  the  eaves-  and  valley-gutters,  and  are  supported on twelve 
separate  steel  towers 120 feet  high.  From  the  tanks,  6-inch overflow 
and 3-inch  service  pipes  are led down the  towers,  the  latter  being 
connected up to 4-inch  service  pipes  running  longitudinally  under 
the floor to  which fire hydrants  are  attached  at  suitable  intervals. 
The  tanks  are covered in  and  the sides and  bottom  are lagged, the 
supply  pipes  also  being lagged as a protection  against  frost. 
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To facilitate  the  entry of ships at, night,  lamps  are  arranged  just 
inside t h n  shed all  round  the  portal  frames of the doors.  Gable 
gangways,  platforms and  ladders,  are  fitted up for  getting at these 
lights  conveniently.  Similar  provision has also been made on the 
sheds  previously  described. 

The constructional  material is practically all steel,  but wherewood 
is used it is  coated  with  asbestos  paint to  render  it less inflammable. 

An observation  cabin, 10 feet  by 6 feet,  is  erected  on  the ridge at  
one  end of the shed,  with  access from  the  central  gangway below, 
and  an outside  fire-escape has now been added,  giving an  outer 
gangway and  ladder  to  the  ground. 

Arrangements were  made for covering some of the steel  members 
inside the  shed  and  round  the  portal  frames  with wool padding, 
as a protection  to  ships,  but  this was later  abandoned, as were also 
arrangements for sliding curtains  to  all windows and  skylights. 

The  site  for  this  shed is practically level and consists of about 
12 inches of soil, overlying 6 feet of clay,  which is bedded  on sand  and 
warp. It was  decided,  under  these  conditions, to rest  the  shed  on 
the  crust of clay,  and  in  order t o  avoid the possibility of penetrating 
it,  the  maximum  depth of foundations  was fixed a t  3 feet below 
ground level, the floor level being 6 inches  above the  ground  line. 
The depth of concrete  was  therefore  limited to a maximum of 
3 feet 6 inches.  Before  fixing  on the permissible  load for this  clay, 
tests were made  on  the  site,  and  from  the  results  obtained  the 
allowable  pressure  per square  foot was  fixed a t  15  cwt. 

The  wind-load  on the side of the  shed  at 30 lbs. per square  foot 
gives a total pressure of about 60 tons  per  panel, or 1,500 tons  on 
the  full  length of shed.  The  reactions on the bases are  therefore 
very  considerable,  and as the concrete is limited t o  3 feet 6 inches 
in thickness,  with a ground  pressure of 15  cwt. per square  foot, it 
became  necessary to reinforce  all main blocks.  The sizes of these 
blocks and  the  maximum  loads  on  each  are given  below, the weight,s 
of the blocks  themselves  being  omitted. 

Annexe block. o!te!)i 9 ft .  6 ins. by 9 ft. 6 ins. by 3 ft. 6 ins. 41 tons  down 

21 ,, side thrust  

Annexe  column 15 ft. 6 ins. by 13 f t .  by 3 ft.  6 ins. :: :::nthruet l( 
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In  the case of the  outer  annexe block,  where the  uplift is 16 tons, 
the concrete  provided  gives  a  minimum of 19 tons  counteraction. 
This  amount is considered sufficient when the  skin  friction  between 
the concrete and  the soil is taken  into  account. 

In  designing the shed, the level of the springing  pins  was  fixed 
a t  about  mid-height to  the eaves,  very  careful  consideration  being 
given to find the  best  position,  having  regard to  the  width of annexe 
required. It was found that lowering the arch-pins  tends to  reduce 
the pressure and  uplift  on  the bases, and  the  annexe  steelwork 
becomes very  light ; but  the arch-ribs  are cumbersome and  probably 
overbalance  this  saving.  Raising  the  arch-pin,  tends to increase 
the pressure  on  both  outer  and  inner bases : such  an  arrangement 
appears to give a slight  saving  in  steel,  but  a  rearrangement of the 
annexe  construction would probably  be  advisable. It is difficult 
to say exactly where the pin  should  be  placed to give the  best  results, 
as  practical  considerations,  such  as  limited  ground pressure, rigidity 
of construction, size and weight of pieces  involved  for  handling,  etc., 
govern the design t o  a fair  extent. 

The  present  position,  on  the whole,  gives  good  results. The 
scantlings of the  arch-ribs  and  annexe  trusses  are  similar,  and  the 
sizes of the pieces are  fairly  uniform,  the weight of each  being  roughly 
&S follows :- 

Annexe column . . . . . . . .  4 tons 
Annexe  truss . . . . . . . . .  4 ,, 
Arch-ribs,  vertical  portion . . . . .  55 .. .. , roof portion . . . . .  . 56 , I  

The  stress  diagrams  for  the  main  frames  are shown in Figs. 29, 
Plate 9. 

This design of shed is, practically  speaking,  a  determinate  structure, 
the  only  ambiguity  being  in  the  distribution of the horizontal  re- 
action  between  the  inner  and  outer bases of the annexe. 

Whilst  the  temperature  stresses  in  the  main  spans will possibly 
be  very  small  transversely,  the  question of longitudinal  expansion 
and  contraction  in  long  steel  buildings  usually  presents  a  little 
difficulty. Assuming  a maximum  range of temperature  in  this 
country of 100" F., the  total change in  length of the shed  would  be 
nearly 5 inches, if the  structure were quite  free to move. But 
the  temperature  at  the  top of the roof  will seldom  be the same  as 
that   a t  floor level, say, and  though  the  wind-bracing  may  not  prevent 
the  upper  portion  expanding,  expansion at   the base  is  almost  im- 
possible. Again as  the  actual  erection of the building  might  extend 
over  a  period of 12 months, it is impossible to fix on any  initial 
pemperature. 
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In  most  steel  buildings it is found  that  the bases  remain  fast,  and in 
hot  weather  the  top  expands so that  the ends  project or lean  outwards 
a few  inches. In  the present case the shed  has  been  divided  into  three 
portions,  connected  together  with  two  expansion  panels. In these 
panels  all  members  have  slotted  holes a t  each  end,  which  arrange- 
ment is also found  convenient for adjustment  during  erection. 
It is assumed that each  end of the shed  might possibly lean over 
about 2 inches at  the  top,  and  due allowance for this is made in  the 
design of the main  doors. 

The  question of expansion is being investigated on this  shed  and 
also on  three  other  sheds where no provision has been  made  for 
changes  due to  temperature  variations. Up to  the  present  the  results 
on  two of the  latter sheds  indicate a longitudinal  expansion of about 

of an  inch  in 700 feet  for a rise of one  degree in  the  temperature of 
the  air  in  the roof of the  shed.  In a transverse  direction  the  increase 
is  about & of an  inch  in  a  span of 180 feet  for  a rise of one  degree 
in  the  temperature. These tests  have, so far,  only  been  carried 
out  with  a  range of 30 degrees of variation. 

Erection of Teml)orary  Stages and Derrick  Cranes.-Forthe  erection 
of this high structure  it wa,s found  nccessary to provide  two  tem- 
porary  steel  stages,  each 96 feet wide,  106 feet long, and 100 feet 
high,  each  carrying  two  5-ton  110-foot  jib  steam  derrick  cranes. 
These  special  stages  were  made so as to save  delay, in lieu of the 
adaptation  and use of the main  doors  as  stages,  prior to erection  in 
their  final positions. 

The  stages  and  cranes gave  perfect  command of the erection, 
the whole of the shed and main-door  steelwork  being  erected  by  them. 
Each  stage was erected'  on  steel bogies  which travelled  on  two 
4 feet €33 inches  gauge  railway  tracks. As the erection  proceeded, the 
stage  was  drawn  back  by  means of a locomotive crane  and wire rope 
tackles.  The  railway  tracks  had to be  kept well ballasted, level, and 
parallel.  Near the  top on the  outer face of each  stage  a  movablc 
arm was fitted, for use in securing the first  length of main  rib  after 
connection to  the  bottom pin, and for  holding it in  position  until 
the  top  length of main  rib was erected  and  connected  to  the  centre 
pin. 

A platform, 25 feet by 96 feet, of 3-inch  timbers,  carried by  steel 
girders  from the  stage  top, was built  about 26 feet higher than  the 
base of the cranes and  about 126 feet  from  ground level. This 
provided a safe  working  platform  for the men  erecting the  main 
arch.  Electric  lights were fitted t o  the  tops of the  outer 110-foot 
jibs,  for  protection  against  night flying, as thc end of the  jib %-as 
about 200 feet  above  ground level. 
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Line  diagrams of the  two  stages  and  cranes  are  given in 
Figs. 30, Plate 8. 

Erection of Shed Steelwork.-The work of erecting the steelwork 
of the  shed,  after  the  completion of the  stages  and  cranes,  was  first 
commenced at   the west  end.  The north  and  south  annexe  steelwork 
was  erected  first up to  the level of the first  longitudinal  box-girder, 
a  height of about 60 feet.  The  main  columns of the annexes  were 
carefully  plumbed, levelled, and well bolted to  the  rakers  and  box- 
girder  ready  for  supporting  the  main  arch. 

After  the  erectionof  the  annexes  and  door-rails,  the  eastmaindoors 
were  erected.  The  two  outer  doors  were  built  first  and  moved out, 
and  then  the  two  inner  doors were erected  immediately  afterwards. 
The  two  outer  cranes  on  the  stages were  used for  this  erection, the 
two  inner  cranes  making  a  start on the erection of the  centre columns. 

The  carriages  and  wheels  were  first  placed in position  on the 
rails  and chocked up. The wheels and fulcrum  bracket  were set 
central  on  the  rail,  each  carriage  and wheels  for the whole of one 
door-leaf  being  carefully  placed  before the main-door  bottom 
framework  was  laid  on it. After the  bottom  framework was  erected 
and  the  bracing  inserted,  the  carriages  and wheels  were again 
centred  and  the  connection holes  between the  bottom  framework 
and  the carriages  were  drilled.  These  holes  were  purposely  left 
undrilled at   the  contractor’s works, so that  they could be  drilled 
in position at the  site  and  ensure  the wheels  being the proper  gauge 
and  in perfect line. This  method  gave good  results, as was  seen 
in  the working of the doors  afterwards. 

On completion of the drilling and bolting-up of the  bottom  frame, 
the remaining  door-steelwork  was  erected, the  outer door first, 
which was moved  out,  and  then  the  inner  door. 

The  centre  columns were  lifted  in  suitable  pieces by  the  two  inner 
cranes on the stages, and  bolted  together, up to  and including the 
main  box-girder, a t  a  height of 96 feet ; these columns  were  carefully 
plumbed and set  ready for receiving the main  arch.  Special  care 
was taken  to  have all cross and  lateral  bracings fixed to  all  columns 
as  the erection  proceeded, so as  to provide  against the high winds 
which  were  being  experienced during  the  erection period.  There is 
great  risk  to  such  a  high  structure, especially as  there  are  bound 
t o  be ce,rtain  large  sections  incomplete  during the progress of erection. 

MaiN Arch.-The north  and  south  annexes  and  centre  columns 
were now ready  to receive the two spans of the main  arches.  The 
bottom pin  connection  rested  on the box-girder of the  annexe  main 
column,  and  the  vertical  length of the main  arch  was  erected  over 
the first  two  annexe  members  from t4e  east  end. 
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The  first  member  was  securely  fixed  temporarily by  guys  and  to 
one of the main  doors, and  the second  member  was  held in  position 
by  the  temporary  arm  provided  on  the  staging.  The  bracings 
were all  fitted to  this first  bay,  which  was  plumbed up  and made 
ready  to receive the remaining  members of the main  arch,  erection 
going  forward  on the  north  and  south  arches,  and  the  two  spans 
being  erected  simultaneously as  far  as possible. 

The  vertical  members of the main  arch, which  connect to  the pins 
resting  on  the  box-girder of the  centre column,  were then erected. 
The  north  and  south pieces  were temporarily  bolted  together on 
the ground and lifted in one piece, carrying  the pins and  brackets 
with  them. 

Everything  being  ready  for  the  hoisting of the  last  two  members 
of the  main  arch,  these were lifted one in each  crane,  one  member 
slightly  ahead of the  other ; the  two were then  gradually lowered into 
position,  connected up  at   the eaves, and  the  centre pin driven 
home.  The  first main  arch  thus  completed,  was  carefully  guyed 
back  and  front before  being  released by  the crane.  The  second 
main  arch  was  erected  immediately, and all the wind  girders and 
intermediate  trusses,  along mith  bracings,  were inserted to complete 
the  bay.  Extra guys  were attached  to  make  this  first  bay safe before 
the  stages were  removed  backwards  for the  next  main-arch  rib. 
A fine day was  chosen for  the  erection of the firet bay,  and  the  stage 
was  placed in  such  a  position  as to allow both  main-arch  ribs to be 
erected  without  moving  the  stages.  After  the  first  bay was  erected 
and  made  secure,  the  temporary  arm was  removed  from the  vertical 
rib of the main  arch,  and  the  stages were  moved backwards  into 
position for the  next  bay,  this process  being continued  as  the 
erection  proceeded. 

Weather  conditions  greatly  affected the erection of this  high 
structure,  as it was  very difficult and unsafe to  work the 110-foot 
jib  cranes  in  windy  weather. 

After the completion of the  last  bay  the west end  main  doors 
were erected  in a similar  manner to  those at   the east  end. 

Removal .f Stages.-A %ton  hand  crane was  erected  on  each  stage 
for the erection and  taking down of the  steam  derrick craneR, and 
after  the  removal of the cranes  from the stages,  one  110-foot  jib 
crane was  erected  on the ground level on  bogies running  on  railway 
track,  for  the  taking  down of the  staging steelwork. 

Sundry Work.-Following the erection of the steelwork  came 
the sheeting,  glazing,  painting  and  sundry work. 

The  shed floor had  previously been  covered as  far  as possible  with 
hard core, and  this  assisted to  keep  the  site cleqn and  dry. 
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The  concreting of the floor and  the  construction of the hydrogen 
and  heating  trenchesfollowed  up  the  completion of the roof-covering, 
the floor being  concreted in slabs  9-feet  square,  cast  in  situ. 

DOORS. 

With one or two  exceptions the sheds  are  arranged for ships 
to  enter  at  either  end, which is an  important  advantage when 
handling  ships  under  changing  weather  conditions.  Canva.s-covered 
sheds  have  curtains of the  same  material  arranged to form  a “ prow ” 
end, which  gives  some additional  length to  the shed and offers less 
resistance to  the wind. 

Three  sheds  have  been  fitted  with  large sliding doors,  travelling 
on  rails at   the ground level, and steadied at  the  top between  guides 
attached  to, or forming part of, an overhead  horizontal  girder, 
supported  on  frames  independent of the shed.  The doors are 
moved by  hand power through  a  rack-and-spur  gearing.  From the 
user’s point of view, this would appear to be the best type of door, 
but it does  not  appear  to  have  found  much  favour  with  the  majority 
of designers,  who have  almost  entirely  adopted  the  ballasted 
A-frame  self-supporting type of door. 

Figs. 6, Plate 6, illustrate  the  A-frame  type of door, con- 
structed  in  timber,  for  the  smaller  sheds  such  as Figs. 1 to 4, 
Plate 6. Each  leaf, weighing about 96 tons gross, is carried on 
eight wheels,  two of which,  one  on  each  side, are  driven  from  a  hand- 
power  winch by spur gearing  with, in some cases, an  intermediate 
chain  drive.  The  bearings  are  bushed  with  gunmetal, the gears 
being of cast  iron,  not  machine-cut.  Experience showed that  very 
considerable  care  and skill were  required to line up gearing to sawn 
timber  framing of this  character. Generally  speaking, the  results 
were satisfactory,  but  in  quite a number of cases the gears  were 
stripped,  although  exactly  similar  gears  had proved satisfactory 
elsewhere. 

To  reduce  labour and  hasten completion, the concrete  ballast, 
instead of being  made in medium-sized  blocks and  laid  dry, was 
cast  in  situ  and  made  a  rigid  concrete  beam ; so much  so, that  in one 
case  where the rails  were  not  exactly  true to level, it was  necessary 
t o  fracture  the  concrete before the driving  wheels  could  get  sufficient 
grip  to move the door. Details of the winches are shown in Figs. 7, 
Plate 6. 

The  shed  shown in Fig. 15, Plate 7 has  two  A-frame  doors a t  each 
end,  ballasted  with  concrete to give stability  with  a  wind-pressure 
of 30 Ibs. per  square  foot  on  either side. The  width of each  leaf is 

[mm INST. O.E. VOL. ccx~r.] 0 
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56 feet 6 inches, and  the gauge of the  rail  tracks  is 36 feet.  Each 
leaf has a dead weight of about 120 tons, which is  carried  on  four 
two-wheeled bogies, spaced 32 feet 8 inches  centre to  centre.  The 
track wheels are  cast-steel,  double-flanged,  2  feet  in  diameter,  with 
roller  bearings. 

Motion is  obtained  through  a  man-handled  capstan  operating a 
grooved rope-drum, 17 inches in  diameter,  by  means of a pair of bevel 
wheels with a ratio of thirteen  teeth  to  fifty-seven.  Attached  to 
the  drum  are  two  extra special flexible, steel wire ropes, 2% inches 
circumference ; the opposite ends of these ropes terminate  in eyes 
for connecting to 14-inch  diameter  adjusting screws, which are  fitted 
to  frames  in shallow pits  situated  in  suitable  positions  for  backward 
and  forward  motion  respectively. Slackness in  the hauling  ropes 
can be taken up, to  the  extent of 12 inches  each, by  the  adjusting 
screws  referred to,  and  in  addition  to  this a jockey pulley, carrying 
a weight of about 5 cwts., rides the wire between  two  vertical 
fairleads. 

The  capstan  bars  have a radius of 7 feet ; a  special  locking  bar 
is provided to  secure the  door when in  its closed or  open  position. 
Although  the weight of a  door  is approximately 120 tons,  the locking 
bar  is  absolutely  necessary,  and  the omission to  insert it on  one 
occasion resulted  in  the  door being blown along the  track  and  the 
outer wheels jumping  the  rail  stops,  although  the wind recorded 
was less than  60 miles per hour. 

A test showed that  four  men  on  the  capstan could travel  a door- 
leaf a  distance of 65  feet in 4 minutes. 

Figs. 26, Plate 7, Figs. 27, Plate  8,  and Figs. 28, Plate 9, may be 
taken  as  typical of the general  outline of A-frame  shed-doors, the 
points of variation being chiefly in  the  arrangement of the  running 
wheels and  details of the  method of driving. 

The  shed  shown  in  Fig. 16, Plate 7, has  four  A-frame  door-leaves 
at each  end.  The gross weight of each door-leaf is  approximately 
200 tons,  carried  on  eight  cast-iron  centre-flanged wheels ; the axles 
were originally  fitted  with roller bearings,  and  two  pairs of wheels 
are used  for driving,  each  pair  having  a  separate winch. 

Preliminary  tests  resulted  in  the  breakage of some of the  gears 
and  running wheels, and  as  the  treads of the  latter  had  not been 
machined it was  thought  that  this  might be the cause of the  trouble ; 
the  substitution of turned wheels gave  no  better  results, however. In  
one  case the edge of the  wheel-tread was broken  clean  away  as a 
complete  unfractured hoop. Investigation showed that  the rails were 
not  perfectly  true t o  level, and  that  the wheel-girders and  framing 
were SO stiff that occasionally  one of each  pair of wheels wasidle,  thus 
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throwing  additional load on  those  in  action.  The changing of a defec- 
tive wheel required a corner of the door to  be  lifted  slightly,  and 
this  operation  indicated  that  the  bracing of the  structure as a whole 
was such  that,  with a slight  depression in a rail, it was possible 
to  have  practically  all  the load on  three  corners of the  door. It 
is quite reasonable to  assume  that,  in  the circumstances, all the 
load may  have  been  carried  on five, or possibly less, wheels, which 
is  equal to  a running  load of, say, 40 tons or more per wheel. 

To re-design  entirely the gearing and  running wheels for  existing 
doors  was not  desirable on account of the  delay which would have 
resulted,  to  say  nothing of the cost of such  alterations.  The 
difficulty  was overcome, however, by  substituting  cast-steel wheels 
and gearing  for the  cast-iron, gun-metal-lined  bearings in lieu of the 
rollers and  adding  an  additional  pair of running wheels to  each  side 
of each door-leaf. The  additional wheels were fitted to  bogie 
carriages, and  the rocking  axles, about which the wheels could 
adjust themselves to slight  inequalities of the  track, were set  out 
to  take  an  initial  load of 40 tons.  The  tracks were carefully  relaid, 
and  the  alterations have, so far,  proved  quite  satisfactory,  although 
generally  one or more wheels on each  side  are  constantly idle. 

The  shed shown in Fig. 23, Plate 7, has a similar  number of door- 
leaves, but  each leaf is  carried  on  four two-wheeled bogie carriages, 
the gross weight of each leaf being about 260 tons ; the gears  are  all 
machine-cut  cast-steel ; the  running wheels are  cast-steel  with 
turned  treads,  and  the  axles  are  fitted  with  ordinary  gun-metal 
bearings.  The power for  driving  is  obtained  from a man-handled 
capstan  and bevel  gearing, as shown in  the  diagram, Fig. 31. 

The  shed  illustrated  in Figs. 24, Plate 7 ,  has  only  two  door-leaves 
to  each  end.  Each leaf  weighs approximately 300 tons,  and is 
carried  on  ten  sets of four double-flanged wheels, 1 foot 9 inches 
diameter,  grouped as indicated  in  Figs. 24, Plate 7. 

These doors are opened and closed by blocks and  tackles  operatcd 
by electrically-driven winches, a separate winch being  provided a t  
each  end of the shed.  Cast-iron  running wheels were provided, but 
these  had  to  be replaced with  cast-steel. 

The  shed  illustrated  in Fig. 35, Plate 7 ,  has  four  door-leaves a t  
each  end,  each leaf being  carried  on  eight  centre-flanged wheels. 
Motion is obtained  by winches and  spur  gearing. As in  the previous 
case, cast-iron wheels were provided, but these  had  to be replaced 
with  cast-steel. 

The  shed  illustrated  in Figs.27, Plate S, has only two leaves at each 
end.  Each leaf  weighs approximately 320 tons,  and  is  carried  on 

0 2  
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sixteen  centre-8anged  cast-steel wheels. Notion  is  obtained from 
a man-handled  capstan and bevel  gearing. A stability  diagram  is 
given in Pig. 32. 

It will  be noted  from an  examination of Pigs. 27, that  the wheel- 
girders  are  articulated,  but  in  the  first  instance  this provision was 
nullified by the concrete  ballast  being  cast in a continuous block. 
The  concrete  blocks  have  since  been cut  and the following  records 
of tests  are  interesting :- 

Concrete not cut away.-The time  required to open  one  door-leaf 
was 37 minutes  and  to close it 35 minutes. 

Fig. 31. 

Concrete  cut away.-The times.  required were only 20 minutes  and 

These are  the  only doors in which articulation is provided. 
The twin  shed  previously  described  (Figs. 28, Plate 9) has  doors 

of the  latest design, and it is proposed to deal  with  these in fuller 
detail. Considerable attention was  given to  the design by the 
contractors,  and  approximate  details mere worked out  for  two  types 

15 minutes respectively. 
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as a comparison. A clear opening of 150 feet  by 130 feet high was 
required  in  each  span. 

Type  1 was an  ordinary  vertical sliding door  in  two leaves, eacL 
76 feet  by 130 feet, 8 feet thick,  running  on  bottom wheels, the rails 
being  laid  on  a  continuous  concrete  track.  The  tops of the doors 
were supported  by  horizontal rollers running inside  continuous  guide- 
girders, the  latt,er being  carried  on the  end of the shed  where they 
crossed the gable,  and,  further  out,  the  cnds of the guides  were  fixed 
to special  towers about 140 feet high. As both  leaves  travelled in 
the  same  direction,  separate  parallel 
tracks were arranged so that  the 
two leaves  overlapped  when in  the 
open  position.  The  face-covering 
was of corrugated  sheeting. \ 

Type 2 was a self-supporting  slid- 
ing door running on  parallel  rail- 
tracks,  a sufficient distance  apart 
to ensure  stability,  ballast  being 
provided as required, or other 
means  adopted to  prevent  over- 
turning  by wind-pressure.  These 
doors  were to be  quite  independent 
of the shed, a simple  hood  being 
provided  on the gable to cover in 
the  top,  and  sufficient  clearance 
allowed to avoid  contact. In this 
case both  leaves would travel  on 
the  same  tracks. 

There  appeared to be  little differ- 
ence in  the  total cost of either 
scheme, and i t  was  shown that both 
doors could  be operated  easily  by 
man- or mechanical  power  as re- l 

quired. 
The  Admiralty  finally  accepted  the  self-supporting door, this 

scheme  being  favoured by  the  contractors also. 
General  Description.-The doors as  built  are  arranged  in  separate 

leaves,  each  being 76 feet  by 130 feet  high by 48 feet cross centres of 
rails  (Figs. 30, Plate 8, and Figs. 28, Plate 9). The  main  details 
which  follow apply  to  each leaf, there  being  eight  in all to  the shed. 
On a bottonl  horizontal  rigid  framework, 76 feet  by 48 feet,  are 
erected  three main vertical ribs, at  38 feet G incllw centres,  supporting 

Fig. 32. 
4 ..... 4Olhs per sq f t .  .. .__. 
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horizontal  wind-girders at 26 fect  intervals.  Intermediate  vertical 
ribs rest on thcse so that  the  purlin-bars are supported a t  B feet 
6 inches  centres.  The whole is well bracrd,  and  corrugated  sheets 
20 G. are  attached  to t,hc front facc  with  hook-bolts.  This 
steel framework rests  direct  on  the  centre-pins of twelve two- 
wheeled carriages.  The  pins  are  turned 33 inches diameter,  and 
are placed as low in  the carriages as possible, two  carriages being 
grouped close under  each  rib of the  door.  The  distribution of load 
on  the  pins should  therefore  bc  fairly  uniform  and  the  pressure 
on  the wheels equally  balanced.  The  carriages  are  built of steel 
sections,  and  are  bolted up  so that  they  can easily be dismantled  for 
a,djustment  or  repairs.  The wheels are of cast  steel, 2 feet G inches 
diameter,  double-flanged, to  suit  a  flat  rail 3 inches  broad,  and  have 
a hardened  steel  bush forced in  the  hub. Case-hardened  steel 
rollers, 1 inch  diameter  in  gun-metal caps,   take up the bearing 
pressure and  run on a case-hardened stccI shaft. The bush  and  shaft 
are  ground  dead  to size, and  the rollers were all tcst'cd  for gauge  and 
hardness before assembling, the  limit being 0.001 inch  up  or down. 
AS these  doors  are only partially balanced with  concrete  ballast, the 
remaining  uplift is taken  by suspension gear which bears on an 
undcr-rail. These suspenders  are bolted on t o  the  centre of each 
carriage  with  turned  bolts,  and pass through a slot  in  the  track, a 
roller,  about 12 inches diameter, engaging with  the  under-rail a t  
the lower end. A small  clearance is allowed for working pur- 
poses, so that  undcr ordina.ry  weather  conditions  these rollers 
travel  with  the  door,  hanging  just  clear of the rails. 

The  rail  track  consists of a  steel  girder, 22 inches deep,  built  up 
as shown in Figs. &? and  Figs. 34, Plate 8, and  resting on steel 
sleepers  pitched 3 fect l$ inch  centres,  the wholc being  cmbedded in 
4 : 1 concrete, 8 feet  broad, which is reinforced for its full  length 
with  plain  round  bars. A pit  is formed in  the  concrete  large enough 
to  allow of access t o  the suspender-rollers, the  top being covered 
in  with  removable  timbers. A sump  is formed at  the  end of the  pit 
for  drainage.  Great  carc was taken  with  the rail-girders to  ensure 
their being quite  straight  and  true,  and  the  upper  and lower rail- 
surfaces were machined  after  riveting up complete, the  ends of 
the  rail-bars being finished dead  square at   the  joints. 

Design.-The stresses on the  main  vertical  frames  arc shown 
in Figs. 35, Plate 8 ; all  members ham  to  resist  both  tension  and 
compression, as the doors are designed for 30 lbs.  per  square  foot 
wind-prcssurc  on either  facc,  wl~cther in the open  or closed positions. 
T!ley are  ballasted wvi-ill concrete  placed  directly  over the lines of 
wllet:ls, tlljs concrete c~11c.asinf; 50111~ o f  t,lle stecl~~orl; of the  main 
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bottom frame  and being sufficient to balance the doors under a 

wind-pressure of 15 lbs, per square fool . 3  
I .  When this pressure is 
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exceeded the suspenders  come into  action.  The  total  horizontal 
wind-load  on  each leaf is  about 130 tons,  and  the  dead  load, complete 
with  ballast, is 190 tons, which gives a  pressure of 8 tons per wheel, 
or a maximum,  with  full  wind, of 23 tons  per wheel. 

For operating  the  doors,  two  parallel  chains, 8 inch  diameter 
and 16 feet  apart,  are  laid  down between the  door-tracks,  running 
under  the  doors,  and  anchored  at  their  extreme  ends. These  pass 
UP through  each leaf and engage the  chain-drums of two  hand- 
winches fixed on  the  door  framework.  The winches are  specially 
made for this work (see Figs. 36),  the  gears being of steel  with 
cut  teeth,  and  the  shafts  fitted  with ball bearings. I n  double 
purchase,  a leaf can be moved easily in  ordinary wTeather with 

t F e o h , .  I Inch.-2 F h  
h r h l ?  !l 6 3 D I 

D E T A I L S  O F  W I N C H  

yfe<L 

two men to  each winch, or, in single purchase, four men per 
winch doing 30 revolutions  per  minute  can open  one  leaf in 
14 minutes.  The  two  lcaves  can be operated singly, or together, 
though  in  the  latter case they should be worked as  independent 
units,  direct  contact  with  each  other being  avoided. 

Main Door Motor Drive.-As an  experiment, a 4-HP. electric 
motor  was  fitted t o  the  hand-winches of one main  door,  and  gave 
successful  results.  The  current  consumption  was  only 5 amps. 
on  the slow gear and 10 amps. on the  fast gear, at 220 volts. 

It is of interest  to  note  that  the  doors  to some of the sheds have 
been  very  satisfactorily  operated b y  a petrol-driven  caterpillar 
tr;lcLuIL 
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REINFORCED-CONCRETE PLATES. 

In 1917 and 1918 the shortage of steel was so acute  that  every 
effort  had to be made to find  a  substitute wherever possible, and rein- 
forced-concrete  sheds  were  considered.  The  scheme,  however,  did  not 
mature,  although  in designing the sheds  illustrated  in  Fig. 15, Plate 7, 
consideration  was  given to  the use of reinforced-concrete plates  for 
covering the sides and roof, as  an  alternative  to galvanized  corru- 
gated  iron,  and  three of the four  sheds  manufactured  to  this design 
were  ordered to be covered with  this  material.  The  fourth  shed 
was  made of the  same  strength  with  a view to  the possibility of 
using  reinforced-concrete plates  in  the  future, when the renewal 
of the galvanized  sheeting  becomes  necessary. 

These  concrete  plates  are  approximately 7 feet  by 2 feet 6 inches, 
and weigh about  10  lbs.  to  the  square  foot (Figs. 37). They 
are designed to  span  between  purlins  spaced a t  7 feet  centres, 
those  for  the roof being  concave in cross  section,  while  those  for the 
sides are  flat. All heading  joints  are  made in mastic and all the 
caps  are  bedded  in  this  material,  the  plates  being  secured  to 
the purlins by special  galvanized clips and bolts. 

The  concrete  caps  for the side plates  are  secured  with  bolts and 
clips in  addition  to  being  stuck  down  with  mastic. The roof plates 
have  lapped  heading-joints ; the side plates  are  butted,  beaded  and 
grooved.  The  steel  reinforcement  consists of :  

Two  lfic-inch diameter  rods  in  the  side ribs, returned at   the ends 
and looped round  the  bolt-holes. 

One +-inch diameter  rod  in  each  end cross-rib. 
One No. 6 gauge  wire in each  intermediate  rib. 
The  panel is reinforced  with  galvanized  wire netting,  14-inch 

mesh, No. 18 gauge. The concrete  consists of two  parts of 
crushed  granite,  inch  to $ inch  gauge, l$- parts of sand  and 
1 part of cement,  and  the  plates  are  cast fhce  downwards in 
timber moulds  faced with  sheet  steel. 

The  concrete  plates  are  coated  with  a  mixture of oil and  cement, 
one  coat  applied before  erection, and  an  additional  coat  to  all 
outer exposed  surfaces  after  erection. 

Approximately 6,000 plates  are  required for each  shed, apart 
from specials. Owing to  the  shortage of labour  great difficulty 
was  experienced in  obtaining  delivery of the moulds, and  in 
consequence the  rate of manufacturing  the  slabs was not  equal  to 
the  requirements necessary t o  complete the sheds in  the  contract 
times ; in  the  circumstances,  therefore,  the schenle was abandoned, 
its the Pbeds were urgently needed, 
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Wind Xcreens.-Vertical screens, constructed of timber or steel 

m 

8 d 

-l 

framing covered with corrugated  sheeting, have been provided 
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a t  most of the sheds to give  protection to ships  when  entering or 
leaving  a  shed  during a cross  wind. 

These  screens  were not  altogether  satisfactory,  and,  after 
carrying  out  experiments  with  various  materials, it was  decided 
that  the  best  results were obtained  with  a close-mesh expanded 
metal. The expanded  metal reduced the  gusts to a more or less 
steady  pressure,  and minimized the downward eddies, which are 
very  noticeable  with a close-sheeted  screen. Present experience 
is, however, in  favour of doing  away  with  wind  screens  and  con- 
trolling the  ship  by  attachments  to claw travellers on  rails at   the 
ground level. 

Airships of the near  future  are  predicted to  be on a  very  much 
larger scale than  at  present in use or building, and it is of interest 
to note that  the  dmericans  are understood to have been  considering 
the provision of a  shed of about 250 feet  span.  Such a shed  would 
probably  have a clear headroom of 160-170 feet. 

Considering for a moment  the  forecast of the increase in the size 
of ships, if the  ship of the  near  future will require a shed of the 
dimensions  just given, then  all  the  sheds  for rigid airships  in  this 
country  are  practically obsolete, as  they  are  too  small  in  length, 
breadth,  and  height  to  admit of the building or housing of such 
ships.  However, as indicating  the  enterprise  and  foresight of 
British firms, it is worth  mentioning that, before the American 
inquiry  referred to above, a t  least  two firms in  this  country  had 
prepared  preliminary  designs  for  sheds of about  the dimensions 
given,  namely, 250 feet clear  span, 160-170 feet clear headroom. 

From  quite a casual  consideration of the  illustrations of the 
rigid sheds which have been  referred  to, i t  will appear  evident 
that  the housing of large  airships  muet of necessity  be a costly 
matter. 

Fifys. 38 and 39 illustrate Messrs. Tickers’  mooring  gear for rigid 
airships.  This  has  been  designed  with the special  object  of 
minimizing the need for housing  sheds,  ensuring  safe landing  and 
reducing the  number of men  required for  the  Ianding-party. 

In principle, the gear  consists of a tall  steel  mast or tower of 
such  a  height  that, when the  ship is attached  by  the nose to  the 
mast,  she  rides  on  an  even keel a t  a height of upwards of 100 feet 
above the  ground. The  t,op  portion of the  masthead to  which the 
vessel is  attached is designed to  rotate so that a ship,  when  moored, 
may always lie directly  head  to wind. 

The  upper  compartment of the  masthead  contains a suitable 
electrically-driven  wioding  engine  fitted  with a flexible steel-wire 
rope,  an  automatic coupling, and pipes  for the  supply  to  the ship 
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of hydrogen,  petrol, oil and  water.  In  the nose of the  ship  a  similar 
winding  engine, etc., is fitted. 

On the  approach of a  ship  to  the  aerodrome,  the wire rope in t h e  
masthead  is  threaded  through  the  automatic coupling and paid out t o  

Fiy. ‘7s .  

a distanceof 700-800feet from  the  foot of the  mast.  On arrival of 
the ship over the  landing-party,  the bow mooring  rope is released 
and the  landing-party  attach it to  the  masthead rope. 

The ship is then  virtually  attached to the masthead,  and  the rope 
is taken in on tlw drums  until t h e  ship is automatically coupled up. 

When it is desired t o  leave the masthead for flight, the pulling of 
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a  lever in  the  automatsic coupling  releases the ship.  The  latter  then 
draws astern  and  upwards  until  shc  is well clear of the  landing- 
station. 

Some experiments  have been  carried  out  with a rigid  airship  and 
one of Messrs. Vickers’  mooring  masts, and if the continued  use of 
the.mast  under  extreme  weather  conditions is favourable, then  the 

Fig. 39 

\ 

financial problem of housing  large  airships will have  been materially 
simplified. 

Calculations.-The question of the calculations for airship  sheds 
is much  too  important a matter  to  be  dealt  with  within  the  limits 
of this Paper,  and  as it is  hoped it may form the  subject of a 
separate  Paper, it is not proposed to  enter  into  the  details now. 

Wind-Pressure.-The wind-pressure to be  taken  into  account 
in designing structures of a  lofty  nature  is of prime importance ; 
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and,  as  future  airship  sheds will most  probably be on  a  much  larger 
scale than  anything  hitherto  attempted, it is highly  desirable that 
experiments  should  be  carried  out  and  investigations  made  on  the 
largest of the sheds  now  existing. 

Many years of testing would  be  necessary  before the wind-pressure 
a t  present  adopted  could be reduced  with  confidence, but, on the 

other  hand, if earlyexperience showed that  this  is on the low side, 
advantage could  be taken of this knowledge in  preparing  future 
designs. 

The  anemometrical  records at  three  rigid-airship  stations  show 
that, since 1916, there  have been  forty-one  gales  with  gusts of over 
50 miles  per hour, the worst  gust  recorded  being 69 miles  per hour 
and  equal to a normal  pressure of, say, 16 lbs. per square foot a t  
a height of 30 to 40 feet. 
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The  direction of the gales  varied  from 0 degree to 678 degrees 
with the side of the  shed,  as shown in Fig. 411. 

In  the calculations  for the sheds  referred  to  in  this Paper  no 
account  has been taken of negative  wind-pressure  on the leeward 
side,  except  in the case of the shed  illustrated  in Figs. 27, Plate 8, 
and previously  referred to. 

I n  a  few of the non-rigid  sheds,  wind-pressure was taken as 
varying  uniformly  from zero at  the ground level to 50 lbs.  per  square 
foot at   the eaves, but for  various  reasons  this was not followed in 
the designs for the larger  sheds. 

It is understood that  the Americans are designing sheds for a 
uniform  horizontal  wind-pressure of 30 lbs.  per  square  foot. 

It is  sometimes difficult, even for engineers  who are  familiar 
with scales and dimensions, to form any real  idea of the size of a 
structure  from  a  written  description or scale drawing, and  the 
diagram  Fig. 41, Plate 9, has  therefore  been  prepared to show a t  a 
glance the comparison  in size of these  sheds  and  certain  other well- 
known  structures. 

Fig. 42, Plate 7, shows the  longitudinal  clearance lines of sheds 
and profiles of non-rigid  airships,  and Fig. 43 the same  for  rigid 
ships,  including the profile  of the now famous R. 34, which  twice 
crossed the  Atlantic.  Incidentally,  these  two  Figures  indicate  that 
the dimensions of the sheds  have, up to  the  present,  kept pace  with 
the dimensions of the airships. 

A tabulated  statement of certain  particulars of the rigid sheds is 
attached  as  an  Appendix. 

The  whole of the works  referred to  in  this  Paper were carried  out 
under the Civil Engineer  in Chief (formerly  Director of Works) t o  
the Admiralty. 

In conclusion the  Author wishes to acknowledge  his  indebtedness 
t o  the Board of Admiralty  for permission to present  this  Paper, 
and  to  the various  contractors (see Appendix 11) for consent to 
publish  their designs. 

He desires also to place  on  record the valuable  assistance  rendered 
to him by Mr. E. A. W. Barnard, O.B.E., M. Inst. C.E., and 
Mr. F. Davis, M. Inst. C.E.,  Director of the Cleveland  Bridge and 
Engineering Co., of Darlington ; the former in connection  with the 
Paper  throughout,  and  the  latter  with special  reference to  the  twin 
shed  illustrated. 

The Paper is accompanied by 25 tracings  from  which Plates 6-9 
and  the Figures in  the  text have  been  prepared. 

[APPESDIXES. 
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,, Sir  Williml Arrol S: Co., Ltd. . . . 

,, Francis  Morton S: Co., Ltd. . . . . 

,, A. Fincllay S: Co., Ltd. . . . . . . 

,, Delacotnbe  Xarechal B Hervieu, Ltd. . 
,, The  Cleveland  Bridge S Engineering Co., 

Ltd. . . . . . . . . . . 
Mr. E.  Mwsllall Fox . . . . . . . , . 

' Figa. 3 and 4 ,  Plate 6. 
{Figs. 27, Plate 8.  

Fig. 2 5 ,  Plate 7. 

Fig. 24, Plate 7. 

Fig. 8, Plate 6. 

}Figs. 25, Plate O. 

Figs. 1 and 8, Plate 6. 
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